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Abstract

This study aims to explore the multiple dimensions that influence personality coherence among undergraduate university students in Malaysia. This research used path analysis (path analysis) to develop and test a model of coherence measurement of personality, attitudes, by group, autonomy, self-evaluation is positive, perception of reality and mastering environment for students at the university. Full model proposed a priori constructs tested whether the chosen fit well and can represent data. The sixth constructs in a set of measurement instruments that have been adapted from the Mental Health Inventory (MHI) and was administered among undergraduate students. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted to determine the best construct for representing the latent variables studied. In the CFA analysis found fit measurement model is moderate and can represent data. This is because the value of GFI, AGFI, CFI between levels approaching 0.60 to 0.80 while the RMSEA above and below 0:06 0.10. Furthermore, students from other universities have also been used in the testing process model validation CFA cross and found the fit is almost the same value is moderate.
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